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Trwzpcrt of ter Vapor by BOYT Dffuaion In Cout mubel

Air Masses Floving over Coastal Iters

septa 23, 1947 to by. 16, 1948

by

Andrew F. kudssr

Abstract

messrmUnts of the trazuport of Water vapor in the twbu.ut

layer of the atumsphere have been node frcm 12 series of airplane

sowading. 23e airplane, equI47d wIth a Psyahroa~h i*dh recomded

dry- mA ust-bub temertzss, sub anceits In the air over the

mailanod and at several positions doun.nd over the coastal waters

of. southeastern &uscaute The momued acommatim at the

water vapor in the humaemom layer -m used to caqv~e the net mp-

ward fl=w of vapor per wait tims and area, Values of this trepart

In the nou-stea# state'are Sivem and are sbaw to uvarift the

wind speed. erthe smgion that the flow Is te not result

of the tubulent atiams at the air,, values at the cocefislnt o

mime s~ mhaeve been cated fren the olmasial diffusio

equatione Ow aaeaude af WAi ooefflcit Increases vIth height,

deoresesm ith distance frm sOwe, and depends on the win speed

ad oni the stablity of the air.
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I Introduction.

The work descri bed In this report was oaducted by the Woods

Hase Ocsancpaphic Institution with the support of the Office of

Sava Research under Contract NMonr-277., To 0. 11I, See. A, Item

(2); The study of the transport of beat and water vapor b7 oft

dU~iffan. Man of the plans and preparations for the progsa of

observatiow were made under Contract Nobs-2083.

1, Vertical Transport of ibter Vapor In the Atmosphere

Mtmonations Of the magnitude, af the vertical transport ot

properties In the atmospher have received little attention In the

study of the eW diffusicn procme This phase of the problem has

been sllihted In favor of work leading to the understanding of the

ppiue of diffusao In the present wo*k, the measurement of the

transport of water vapor frost a large body of water to a coole

atmosphere has bee= the main task. Similar studies are being made

with othe therma conditions of the air and watere

The mured. transport of water vapor has been Interpreted,, In

accordance with present theory, as the resu of the randon vertical

actions of the air as It flom over the earth's surface. em paroel

at air awe from ans level to another, theY O&M~ minut oat ber

vapo characteristic of the level with them to the now levels If

this Inoe s ootlmu It results In a nst transport of w T aOW

frm the regions of high moistu=* content to region of low content.

Prom this simple statement of the proessm operating In the atmosphere

it Is apppaent that (1) the rate of transport vdil1 vary peatly ith'
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adstia tWOaaoe oondt , and (2) direct obserftIm ot the

actions of the treanportlng air or of rates ot transport are 1.

Indrct, mthoft of 69taning the rates of evaporation or

transport of water from land and water surfaces have been devised

and ued by ntiroue workers since Dolton (1802) established the

relation between evaporation and the difforenco in vaper pressure

betwoen the air In contact ifth the water and the air at a har

level. Others have used atmaetere wlch give values of the evapors-

tics of water Into the alr. Un z'tuaatse these valus are not

lIntsal with the transport atually occurring in the atmosphere beo-

ease thee instrimmets do not approximate atioepherlc conditice

cutficienty. Sverdrup (1936, 1937), omtamery (1940), Samthlte

and Rolman (1942)0 and others hair used moisture and win gradientsI-

In conjnction with theorstioal turbulence relatiom, sih as we

eumarised by Drydmn (1%3), to obtain empresicm for the evapa-

tics or trnport In the atmoephereo Me problem has been studied

also by observing mdifcations of air macsee. Lettau (1937)

obtained obemearvI frAo a tree balloon. adiceade data wm

studied by Petteresen (1 90). Durke (1945) studied nodelistian fra

weather mps, r diamane, and abp reports, developing oharts for e

as fogeceeting aide.

Zn the pt ae" work air mamm we folLosed. by an -rpl

equIpe4 wIth a psycbropeph. Dry.- and wet-bulb t.rte - e1

reoed alteramg each five socamde dIle the plow mads spiral

aeentas. From thee aculuAPS, aeonalatlao of a vapor In the
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air wre obtained mAd rates of traxupart ware deteiminede Thee rates

of transport are the pdiazy object of this rpseaa'oh, and ean be used

for foreseting rates of modifloation of c"t mmtal air mIt moves

out over' the ooustal watoze. In applyiiV the it sat be noted tha

they we true only for (3.) conatinental air blowine overmer water,

(2) for obort distances (20-40 lms) offshore and (3) dme few or no

etUtalt clouds are present.

2. The Operational Use of the Mmogmeoayer of the Atmosphere

The water vapor that evaporates from the lend orwvater enifase of

the earth pesse first, into a laminar bomidry layer shout I en thick,

golom~ difoln amstruispos vapor In this lay. for noturb.
leame adst. at this level. Above this skin lawe, a tdUb budhz

layer amdos qp~-d about 100 m4ousoeie b7 a lo~tjazito wind

distribution and transport b7 oft dlfftica. 8=4t=0er (1%10)

deserlbes these layer In his atu4 of evaporation.

The top of the bomdery laye ares into the avetlying honogmom

layer, dose oharateristics hare been studied by mw moske (Dosaty,

lmu*40001a 39"5)m (Bmkr. Humt, Jb~kuD Stamelp 29.9). This

~pneo lqer Is a natural divisoan of the atmospbereq tanall

500 to 1M00a thick, bowided on the top by the =aIn boO of the at=@g-

pheare. Te s tian of the air Into tid. natiral diLvisin is

asocoiis-hed In the fo~lfin r by the turbalense at the air.

* Theo turbulmme omem rapid ials iato the air this prodmiag a newly~

b,- alti teqiratwe impse rte. 1o' 6 co a-l. ad a small mjing

MUO ~ ~ ~ c *aia 10 a It, a is USUaSW the om*$ the Rm

AfiP atopeeIs stable, then asing wll extmad upmazr to a heS*
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dependim n the aigy available for oiuin uad the energ required

to mix the stable air* A small iwueruion will be produced at the

* bowdAW7 of the bonopnnous lapez and the air above IS* Mw. Ineson

is stabl. and the turbuleno. and miding Is 'damped, thus partially

isolating the homogemous layer from the main air ams. This chau-

acterist o of small transport between the air of the oo layer

and the air abow* it has been wsed in this work for detmning the

flow of water vapor into the atmospbers. assuption has been made

that a negligible amount of water vapor is nixed through the inversion

so that the aoamulaticn of vapor as measured by the saris. of soum-

lug. is the total nixed into the layer during the time of observation.

Mmaw nature aa provided a convenien box dth a lid wbich colleot

and stores the water vapor as soon as It evaporates froa the sea.

The data collected has been amined for soundinp that could be

used as a oheck o the assmption of ne0gfb3 transpor throq& the

inversione O sommzp of the sris taken on -ept. 22 1%98 cm be

used for this pwpo e T e aLended 100 a above the top at the

h m lawer Into the rgio swre the air mass - very stable.

Zn the bel rap frm 600 a to U0 a, th potectUl tsqprature

lape rate Was + 1.12 x01 lCcl. an Thlpse rate In the thin (about

50 a) lyr of bodary air betnw the maguows layer aid the aIr

above It a at least tieo this. An itpection of the mifmg ratio

oue (see Amndiz., Fig. 22) show that the air saied moitu in

the hmpneom law *4l it lnt moisture in the air above the

lser. S can only man that the trampor o mkar vapor thrvch

the 1400 a surface to the air above - amoh greabw ran time vmm
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traport throu the 600 a wfaee. A aamputation of the flw ot

later vapor neeeessry to aeoemt for the depletion of vapor In the

600-2400 a resm lead to a value of 4.7 x 106 Va 2 see

This vawg whih is about 1/4 the avereas transport In the booeneom

lqer, Is rpreeentative of the stable atr aloft and Is Ig In

ca Ileon to the transport throu& the bowxday inverion. A

tewsti, vatus of 10 -6 P C" 2 see "- my be assigned to this trms-

port, pending further evidence. A awe complete discusioan of the

Sept. 22 soundings wil be fomd In the appendlx.

The decslin to Use the homom la r an a mtea rleal

tool in the study of ltr vapor flAuz by edo diffusion .la made

after a brief stu of alipla sounings taken during the war yum

by the H.I.T. adiation Laboratory. These soundinps, sade available

by Dr. R. B. MAgmrys were being studied for the eame purpose as

the proe larsestgaition, louvw, no reliable values ma found

sins the soundings extended to o iy 100 ft while water vapor was
trumposred to higber levels. ThiU 1alttien prevented the detemina-

tis of the tot mon of mater vapor trnsported and stored In tbe

atmospbere In a givm tim Interval. An appaodate value ould be

found by Lsing the lowest Inversin show by radiosonde obseewAtlm

taken In the regim. We fault of the radiseo e made It mutable

for this wt Its peat speed of asaint and intreqnsmy at slanl

tranowleson could eae its failure to record week lwersiwos. O

values deteimd, fro the std of the M.I.T. data have never been

publiebod for theoy were coidered too meertu bw that the valuse

froa the present waft are onplte, a oa rin an of the valuus of the
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tramnport ad of the ooeffistont of t ent nasa omhans show the
two sets to be nmarly the som. For somilar synoptic scndition the

M./, data for 0 seriee yieldd valim between 1.4 to 13 x 6 P

on2 9o- for the trmsp]rt at between 80 and 680 pm W" s " for

the ehage coefficieuts Itble the present work sho valvue In the

lomest law, rangn from 3.7 to 91 11W6 n Q "2 seo "1 and 105 to

3. The U, ffturlon ftuation

wh. cpt ed values of the vertica ow of water vapor and

iing ratio adilenta have been placed In the eddy ditfouin equation,

B A ai/ )i, (1)

to obtain vileos of As the coefficient of twbu3ant am exbanpo, 2be

vave of A a deo a4ned t the obee1vAtis 8mladea a y a ntlum-

of convection that nay be presen In the atmophere. Sime both cm-.

Tection cavzeats associated vith a-', clouds and canotive tu.

lamo as dfimod by7 Priestly and Swinbauk (1947) will modIfy the

value of A oharacteristic of at3 diffusion almm, It Is l cal to

deflm A bF equ*im (1), rather than by the classical derivati n1

based oan eMy twufleae slce. Twovh this ohange A s mad to

decrb the state of mixing of the stmspesre am It actually existas

re ardles of the p ooe creating the twurbeme or me rn.amp.

It should not be Inferred f n this ohan. In the definition of A that

ed diffumlon is no loer oamwdnd tim psidudamna-t pmsmem of

dltfiSui In the homo layer. At the preenot tims the rela ve

See HmwiS., 19%1.s pp. 217-Wo



contribution of each process cannot be evaluated.

The observations were taken on days when few or no cumulus 0l1d

were procont in the areas studied, This selection of vo*Iki days

reduces the effect of convection. currents associated with oumulue

activity on the computed value of the transport of water vapor,

Qhen using this equation it is essentia to realize that it.

applicat ion depends on averages taken over long tim.-intervals. in

this manr bhe random nature of the turbulent eddy notion of the air

can be treated mathematically and the transport of properties by the

air can be ecpressed in term of gradients. The manner in which the

present observations were taken does not satisfy the condition of a

long time-interval. For the complete satisfaction of the conditions

of the equation, several soundings should have been made at each

point along the path of the air. This was operationally Impossible*

lbwever, gradients my be determzined by' averaging values of the mixlng

ratio over a large height range of a single sounding, The gradient

can have an Intelligible issuing only when averaged over heights

large In comparison with the turbulent eddies responsible for the

transport of the vapor. Attempts to calculate gradients and exchange

coefficients for small heigh ravn from single soundiges will usually

be unsuccessful since the procedure conflicts with the lare-scale

Caty nature of turbulent air. Such a nothad might woat well In a

stable air with small-.scale turbulence.

To find significant values of the gradient, a selection of height

ranges was =As according to the appearance of the mixin rotio care

with height It was noted that near the surface and up to 100-300 a
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there was a larae gradient, il, a sall.1r gradient existed from

this level to the top of the homogeneous layer. Thus, mixing ratio

values In the height rances 15 to 100-300 a and from 100-300 a to

the top of the layer were used in averaging gradient., It was

maimed that each of these natural divisions vu large in comparison

with the eddies that produced them and was suitable for averaging.

On averaging the values, the method of -the least squares me used

to determine the slope of a straight line fitted to the observations.

This method was adopted not because it was expected to lead to values

of groat accuracy, but rather to give an impartial value to the

gradients which are difficult to masure graphically,

Bef ore applying equation (1) to the observations, mention, should

be made of a condition found In the atmosphere that does not satisfy

the conditions required by the equation. Atteaqts to choose days

without convective activity were made, but some cumilus a'od occasion-

ally developed in the sounding areas, Sam of these cloods my have

pierced the inversion allowing unknoun amuts of moist air to leave

the homogeneous layer. This gave erromous vanues of E to be entered

into the diffusion equation.



II Squipmont and Operational Procedure

1. Squipmsut

The major instrument used in this investbigation is the airplane

psychrogreph designed and built by the Radiation laboratory of the

Mhsachuetts Institute of Technoloy. The entire prograim of

observation, vas planned around the use of this instrument. The

psyrorp will not be described here since it ham been explained

adequately by Katz (194?). It Is sufficient to say here that it

records alternately wet-and dry-bulb temperatures with a probab~le

error of 1 O.010 C, The thermal lag of the resistor elements used

for this study Is 4 seconds with a ventiation speed of 100 knots.

The housing containing the temperature sensitive elaiments var

mounted on the wing strut of a Stineon Voyager. The Amplifier,

recorder, batteries and vibrator were placed in the back seat of

the 4-place plans (see Figs I and 2). Mr. Kenneth W~asland oper-

ated the Instrument and made altitude and airspeed notes while W,.

Mkrvin Odum piloted the plane.

A similar psycbrograph wes made for use with a captive balloon

from a smiall bat. This instrument is described by Anderson (1946),,

(see Figs 3 mid 4)e* Two amplifiers and recorders were installed so

that dr~t and wet-bulb tamperature could be recorded siiltaneously.,

The 1000 @a noprene captive balloon had sufficient lift to carry the

housina and connecting Tuire to 100 a. Only me soundig taken by

this instrument in preseted here for on man days .leotzsial ledas

ocrrd th~rough the ineulation. of the wire rendering tUs values

obtained mnertain.
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FIG.2- AMPLIFIER AND RECORDER FITTED INTO PLANE.
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FIG.3- CAPTIVE BALLOON AND PSYCHROGRAPH HOUSING.
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Pilot balloon observations vere made in tho usual mannor as

prescribed by the U. S. aeather Bureau (1942), except tt 30-

second tim intervals were used.

Vlter temperatures were taken either by a dip bucket thermometer

or by a bathythermograph. This imtrument records water teamprature

against depth on a smoked glass slide. Information concerning the

bathythezmograph may be found in a Preliminary Instruction Book (1945).

The only other instrrunts used by the project are; (1) a sling

psychrometer, (2) the plane's altimeter, (3) the plane's air speed

indicator, (4) an anemometer, and (5) a mecurial barometer,

2, Operational Procedure

The first stop in the day's work, once it has been decided that

the day is suitable for observations, Is to determino the present

wind and check with the wind forecast as broadcast by the U. S.

V;ather Bureau. The winds aloft are computed from the pilot balloon

observation taken early in the morning. From these and any changes

In wind directions mentioned in the forecast, a probable trajectory

of air moving offshore is determined. A distance interval domutream

betwen soundings is decided upon so that msasurements will be made

in nearly the sane air mass, thus reducing any advection effects that

may be present. A series of observation points is located that

satinfeas the trajectory of the air, the proper spacing of the sounding,

and that allows the single-engined plane to circle near an island or

lightship for safety.

The observer proceeds to the airport, installs the psyobroraph

equipment in the plane, receives any last minute changes in the course,
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and takes off, Upon arriving at the selected spot overland a 300

yard radius spiral asoent is started from about a 200 foot altitude.

The pilot attempts to maintain a 70 knot air speed and a 200 foot per

minute climb. The observer makes altitude chock marks on the recorder

paper and keeps a log of altitude, air speed, roughnees, cloud amounts,

etc. The ascent is continued until it is noticed, either from the

psychrograph record or from the sudden entry into the smooth air above

the turbulent layer, that the inversion at the top of the hioopasoum

layer is reached. The climb is continued another few hundred feet

before leaving the Location for the next sounding area. Here the awe

procedure is repeated except that the plans is flown much closer to

the wter than to the land surface. Each series of observations con-

sists of two to four soundings. Figure 5 is a photograph of a U. S.

Coast and Geodetic Survey chart shoming an area frequently used fbr

eoundings. Wire sprins of the proper diameter were out at the correct

height to depict the 500 yard radium spiral made by the airp3s & it

climbed to the top of the homogeneous layer.

The second observer either remained om the Institution dook making

wind aloft and water tmperature obeervation or proceeded to the

sounding area with a boat equipped with a baloon peychiolrah and

batb7tbemraph. With these instrumenta, mater temperatures were

obtained from the bottom of the bay or soud to the s&=face, and wt-

and dry-bulb temperaturee were obtained from 1 meter above the surface

to 100 a. To assure eame of operating and freedom from malt spray the

balloon soundings ware made rming downwind.
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III Roduction of Data

1. Airplane SoumdiDga

Methods of reducing the airplane obeorvations wre devised for

detorming rapidly the various elements dosired and at the soaw tim

ssuring that no fiotiouB gradients or errors cre introdmood by

appr ations. Spood of roduction was ossftial for over 600 cipu-

tationa arp required for the averaGe sounding. A list of the observed

values from which the cocputations are made is as followl (1) the

nifliam ter roadiM of the dry and rt bulb resistances, (2) the

indicatod air speed, and (3) the altimeter roading.

a) Dr&- and llet-&zlb Teuperatures

The mifliamuter readinGe were reduced to dry- and wet-bulb tem-

peraturos by use of tables made up from the laboratory calibrations of

tho temperature elements. Corrections had to be appliod to thoso values

bocause of the heating caused by compression of the air ahead of the

moving elements# These were determined from the following equation

givm b7 AAtF 'Weather Service (1945)1

Here &d is a factor dtezinod p for the partioular

peysolwopoph Its Yalue is 0.9. The symbol v donates the true air

speed of the pian* in miAs per houw. The true air speed was fomd

from tho indicatod air speed and the altitude by use of an aircraft

navigabional plotting board.

b) Pa sure

The atmospheric pressure at each haWgl, as inicated by the
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piano's pressure altimeter, was found from the surfaco pressure and

the pressure heiht rolation of tho standard atmosphere.

a) Uid Ratio

The mixing ratio, w, of oach point ms computed frem the fo Uou-

ma form of tho psyohrunetric equationj

VO.W -lTd -T) 0pd pv0
a w L

In this equation we is tho saturation mixing ratio at the given wet-

bulb temperature and pressure, Td is the dry-bulb temperatre, Tw

tho mt-bulb tempraturo, cpd and CPV tho specific heats at oonstant

pressure of dry air and mater vapor respectIvely, L the heat of

vaporization of water. The saturation 1d~Lng ratio was read frm

a Saph giving the relation between wet-bulb tecperature, pressure

and miidz ratio. For a frozen wick, values of the saturation mzing

ratio over ice were cauuted from the SItheonian LMteorological

Tables, Fifth Bsvised dition (1939). The heat of sublimation was

used in place at the heat of vaporization.

d) Equivalent, Virtual, and Potential Tomporatur

Hn u _- re used to compute these values. Potential tempera-

tures are ecmputed to the base 1000 im.

e) Haights

Tr o height in metere re camputed from the virtual temperature

for a few selected pressures and all other hoigts were found rphialy

from the resultiM pressure height relatimo

f) Total Amount of Water Vapor

The total amount of uter vapor contained in the air colum was



found by multiplying tho avere mixing ratio for a small pressure

range (2 mb below 1000 tj 15 mb above 1000 ft) by the pressure

difference divided by the constant of gravity. By always totalng

the vmtor vapor botmen tho same altimeter heights one set of valu

for C /a could be eed for multiplication by w.

2. Captive-Balloon Soundinas

a) Tmperatures and Uixina Ratioa

Uflliamneter readings vere reduced to teperature in the ie

nanner as for the airplane sounling, except that dynamic correctiom

Yere not required. JIHdn ratioe were coMputed similarly.

b) Heo±ta

iHights ae read fran murkings an the wire holding the balloon.

Corrections vere made for the wire angle.



IV Analpis of Observations

1. W;ater Vapor Flu'c

The flow of water vapor through a unit surface of one square contS

moter at a givc height mes found by totalina the water vapor in the

oolumn of air as it loft the mainland and comuting the aceiwlation

of =ater vapor above the surface as the air moved over the wter. As

mentioned proviously the water vapor ms totaled to the top of the

hononeous layer whore, according to the assumpkion, a neal lible

amount mixed through the inversion into the dry air aloft. Once the

Increase of wator vapor was datomined, the rate of flow could be found

fra the time the air had been over the water.

The pilot balloon data was used for this computation. The wind

speed and direction averapd over the entire homogmneous layer u

considered bet for this work. In the case of stable air masses the

turbulenoo is weak so that the Air aloft move faster than, and dose

not mix with, the lower air thus caus iM the plhnamenon of shearing

stratification as described by Craig (1946). In less pronounced oase

of stability and In neutral and unstable air masses this stratification

canmot devolop became of the rapid mixing of the air. The character-

istio frictional shearing of the wind rrth height In present, but this

does not Imply that a patimular parel of air travels long distances

at on hoight. Father, through the mixiM process of e diffisicu,

It will travel at many heights in the homogeneous layer. For this

reasen it Is correct to use the man value of the veloeities of the air

at different heights to dotendAu the trajectories of the alr. Thus

a panel of air in the upper part of the lay has travelled ove uater
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about the saw length of tine as a parcol of air nearer the bottom,

although their instantaneous velocities will differ greatly.

In the reduction of these observations and the computation of

flux and awtausch values, this principle is used in cases where

there is evidence of sufficient mixing. This allows treatment of the

hamogeneous layer as a single body moving with a given velocity als

though its many coqponent parts move with different velocities,

The flux of water vapor has been found in most cases for two

surfaces, one Eo at the bottom of the layer and another hs 100-300

a higher. Values of E, the flow through these surfaces, an
-2 1 6

presented in Table I. The units are gm am sec x 106

Table I

TIm
Date EST Distance Offshore s o

Sept. 23, 1947 13%-1515 1-3 I 7.3 -
ot. , 1947 1112-111 1- 8 i 24.0 17.0

B-16 91.0* 40.0*
Nov. 9, 1947 1520-1644 0-16 19.0 13.0
Nov. 10, 1947 2337-142 0-8 28.0 34.0
Nov. U, 1947 1450-1602 0-8 41.5 -

Nov. 17, 1947 1405-1557 0-3 23.0 18.0
3-10 2,0* -2.',

10-17 3.0 7.6
Sept. 1, 1948 1232-1401 0-12 44.0* 43.0*

12-32 9.3* -2.50
0-32 22.0 14.0

Sept. 159 1948 135-1552 0-12 13.6' 4.2*
0-32 10.3* 3.2*

Sept. 16, 1948 1155-136 0-43 .7 1.7 3 B
Sept. 22, 1948 1105-105 0-12 - 6.0

0-37 - 5.0
12-37 - - 4,7

Oct. 13, 1948 1330-1315 0-30 6.0* 1.5*
Nov. 16, 1948 1145-13M0 0-24 3.8 1.4

* See disJuesian in appendix



The significance of the large ranze in the computed values of

the flow can be clarified by plotting values of 3 against the wind

speed observed on the same days * The values plotted in Fig~ure 6 are

the average of the wind for the entire homogeneous layer as tabulated

In Table V of the Appendix. The graph showm that a relation exists

between the flow and the wind speed. The scatter of the point. In

smll if the Oct. 33,p 1948 value is owitted. The relative position

of this point emphasisse the effect of stability, for, In all cases

sv this, the water is of the same temperature or up to 99c vmer

than the air blowing over it. Ona Oct. 13 the water was A0 cooler

than the air.

Over the mai nland the air was very bumpy and turbulent, but as

it moved over the cool water the turbulenc, subsided to what ms

described by the airplane observer an very smooth air. It Is usual

for the turbulence of the air to decreae. over the water even when the

water Is wamr than the air,, but this case show that the magnitude

of the decrease Is mach greater when the water is cooler#

Thus if the Oct. 13 value is omitted on the grounds that it

represents a different stability condition of the alr, the remasining

points def ins a close relation between the vertical flow and wind

sp-ed

From Figure 6, values of E can be obtained that are suitable fr

mnaking forecasts or estimates of water vapor transport. Table 3I

gives recomended values for regions between 0-30 ina offshore and for

uter t~ertureu greater than the air temperature.
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Table II

ind Speed Water Vapor Transport Zn/(we - w)
-2 -I"-2 -1Averaae for Homogeneous Layer 2 c see 2 -a ee

cm see~ m e-1

5 1.0 x 1075  1 x 10

10 2.5 x 107 5  4 x 10-3

15 4.5 x1O-5  7 x 10-3

The scatter of the plotted points in Figure 6 can be reduced by

eliminating the Dalton (1802) effect by the same method that Uontgcxery

(1940) employed. Here the water vapor flux at the surface has been

divided by the difference between w5, the saturation mixg ratio of

air imediately in contact with the water., and w, the average mixion

ratio of the air of the hageneous layer before passing over the

water. In Figure 6A, this quotiit is plotted against the wind speed

of the homogeneous layer. Only the nine points representing values

obtained between 0.16 k offshore are plotted. A close relation be-

twen the quotient of the fluc and -xin ratio difference and the wind

speed is Indicated by the small scatter of the points.

Values of the quotiet are given f o three values of the wind

speed in the third columin of Table II. This column should be used

for forecaUt and estimates 6f trasport if the valus of the water

teqperature and miing ratio of the air are kon.n*

2. Min htio Gradients and the Coefficient of Turbulent Mass khange

The flow of water vapor uward through the hamogeneus layer has
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been attributed to random vertical. motions of the air anid can thus be

analyzed by the diffusion equation (1). The value of the coefficient

of turbulent mass exhange obtained from the present, data is

characteristic of the unstable conditions adAting at the ti, of the

observations.

As menntioned in the Introduction, the conditions required for

the complete validity of the equation do not obtain in the atmoaphare,,

and also the observations do not represent the necessary turns averages

Revertheleses by taking averages over large height ranges and evalo-

atina the coefficient at only two height.,, the errore due to these

unavoidable inoansistencis in the choice of data may be reduced.

On evaluating the exchange coefficient from equation (1), a

standard system of determination of gradients and aorsodz flux

surfaces ws used. Two gradients. wers determined from the slope of

a straight Lime by the method of least squares, one for the region clos

to the voter surface upto 100-300.ms the other from thel00-300 ato

the top of the layer. The flux through the surface at the bottom at

the atmosphere was matched with the gradient for the loseet level.

Ow equan than yields a value characteristic of lowest, layer but

not aseociated with any amt height. Likewise the flU through the

300 m surface me matched ith the gradient for the main body of the

hmogeneou lawsr This value of the coefficient Is cnsidered. to

apply to the middle section of the hamogensous layer,

Table III yresent. the gradients of the m-4in ratios as fom by

the least suqar method, Ths valup given is the average of the two

soundings Involved in the computation of A. G'adients are expressed In
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au - l with the factor 10 - 9 witted, Exchanzg ooefficietsa are pressed

-1 -1
ingn am seo , while the distance offshore is xpressed In kilo-

motors. A designates the value detexrined for the region 0 to

100-300 &, hIle Ah represents the value charactoristio of the region

100-300 a to the top of the layer. The one value labelled As is a

value found for the stable ai& - above the homogeneous layer.

Several facts are imediately obvious fra the table. one is

that the exchange coefficient is greater in the main body of the

layer than it in closer to the surface. This is shown clearly by

noting that the average value in the lwer level (A0 column) is 1400

Sm - ' see', whle at the hIger level, the averae of the Ah

column I 4450 an cm l seo'l. The decrease in the value of the

coefficient with distance from shore in showm best by averaging values

of An obtained on days for which data was collected at several In-

creasiv distances from shore. The average of the values close to

the shore is 5605 Sm om1 see 1 while the average value farther out

Is 2220 g ca s o i-l fan this we infer that the tubulence of

the air decreases as it flow over the water regadless of the fact

that the vater temperature Is higher than the air temperature.

An importaa point brought out by the table is the large values

of the coefficient of turbulent muss exchangeo. Prior to this report

and the work of Russ and Portman (1948) the coefficient ms measured

under stable conditiow and'value between 10 and 500 a c " sec- 1

wr asemed characteristic of most conit o encountered In the

atmosphere, This work show that values lying between 1000 and 0000

p cm- 1 m-1 are characteristic of the unstable case.
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Values of the exchanke coeffiioent determined by other vrkore

in the field have been collected in Table IV.

Table IV

Coefficients of Turbulent Mae &hnas and Eddy Viscosity

m - 80-1

Very Stable Slightly Stable Unstable

17 Lettau 400 Lettau 164-17700 Run
70-500 Mildnor 130-15%00 Dwer
26-300 M Ildr

105-825 Bunker

This tabulation sham the variation of the coefficient vith the sta-

bility of the air and compares values computed b7 the different authors.

The coefficient of turbulent mae exchange is consided to be identical

with eddy viscosity and the austausoh ooefficient. Values are pressed

in m oar' see - 1 . The table is divided into three columns repreenting

the stability condition. existing at the time of the experiment. The

heading Overy stable' in used to denote the existence of an inversion.

A value of the temperature lapse rate lying between the lothemal and

the dry adiabatic lapse rate is classified as slightly stable." By

fuuetale" it is meant that the lapse rate was svper-adiabatic or that

the water temperature was than the air temperature. The nam

following the value entered in the table indic t the author respoo-

sible for the detenination. Lettau (1937) made his observations dwift

two free balloon excursions. The value given Is the exchange coefflaient

comuted from equation (1), Mildner (1932) used pilot balloon observae-

tiam to compte values of eddy viscosity. Homs and Portmn (194)

omputed austausch ooeffio ent. from wind observations after ktel (1930),

Bnwker denotes values obtained in the present research.
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The Important role of stability in controlling turbulence is

obvious tro the table ihich show that the ratio of values in

different stability classes is about 25.

Since the source of snerjy for turbulence and eddy diffusion

in the atmsphere s the W shoar and the kinetic eneray of the

wInd a relation might be expected between turbulent mass echange

and wrnd speed, Figure 7 showm that such a relation does exist,

Here values of the coefficlent obtained cloe, to the shar are

plotted against the average wind speed for the entire layer,
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V Appendix

I. SUPPleMutary' Observations and Weather Conditions dur'ing the

Observation Periods

Table V has been compiled to present supplementary observation.

taken hwing the days selected for the plane psycbrograph observatio.

The values entered here are average for the period of observation

and are not necessarily characteristic of the entire day. The column

headed pressure gives the atiuspheric pressure an muasured with a

mecurial barciater. The column labeled Sky Conditions describes the

amount and type of low cloud present in the sounding areas at the tim

of observation. Data was taken from the airplane observer's notes.

The wiind direction and speed presented in the table is the average for

the homogeneous layer as deteuinined for pilot balloon ru and surface

data, Directions are in degrees *41l speeds are empressed In aster.

per seconds. Water temperatures were obtaine d as follows; (1) a dip

buaket theamometer used either at the dock in ilood. Hole Harbor oil from

a boat In or near the sounding area, (2) a. batkb'thenugraph In the sowid.

Jag area, and (3) dip bucket temperature at the eastern entrance at the

Cape Cod Canal, taken and made available by Mr. WilLim Winmr, Deputy

Sheriff of Barnstable Coo The saturation mixing ratio is given in the

last oolImi. It me omputed from the water temperature and the surface

pressre".

2. Graphs of Soundings and Discussion of Data,

In Figures 8-,23, potentil1 temperature and mixing ratios are

plotted against comuted heights wiressed in mistoe. Four moisture

cross sections and one upper air map, are included In the series of
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figures. Large dots are used in plotting~ the potential temperature.

Usbually only ame sounding of the series is plotted, but if a signiti-

cant obange occurs In the temperature, additional points of another

sounding are plotted with a large I* Thes water temperature, reduced

adiabatically as though It were an air touperature to 100 mb, Is

indicated by an arrow and On. Mixing ratios are plod with the

folloving symbols; 0 for the first sounding taken over the land, 0 for

the second sounding of the series, and an x for the last sounding.

In mt cases all values of the mixing ratio have been plotted. Omis-

sions have been &ade only to relieve crowding.

The Inversion at the top of the homogeneous layer has been Indi-

cated by a horizontal line, although it Is easily diatiiguishable by

the decrease in mixing ratio and the Increase In potential tempera-m

ture.

The mp of southeastern Massachusetts Is inserted to shom the

location of the sounding areas and the mind dlirection. The symbols

Indicating sounding areas correspond to the ones used In plotting

mrixingt ratios*

A discussion of the days' soundings accomaniss the graphs*.

Sept.- 23, 1947

This series, the first of all the aosrvations, givie s mixig ratio

values to only 700 mtere sinse the resistance of the wet-bulb terap-

twoe element exceeded the range of the amplifier at this height. lbs

dry-bulb temperature continued on scale until the top at the hamogeneous

layer was reached, The aomputation of acoumulation. of moi~sture was
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made by asuning values of the mixing ratio between the 700 a level

and the top of the homogeneous layer at 1200 a. This series has the

peculiarity that a large increase of moisture occurred between the

first and second soundings taken 3 km apart. For computations of

water vapor flow, the average of these two soundings were used as the

initial point.

A mi~d a ratio crose section has been prepared to ohmw the rapid

Increase near the windward shore. Values of the iidng ratio have

been entered at the proper height and distance from the initial eoun-

ing. Valus of equal water vapor content have been connected by solid

line. The height of the homogeneous layer is Indicated by short

horizontal lines.

Oct. 1, 1947

The four soundians of this cerie show tw peculiarities worthy

of note, nOw is that the second and third soundings obtained In the

main body of the hamogeneous layer have a mallor aJd ratio than

the sounding taken overland. Convective action might account for

this although no cumulus clode or present in the area. The second

phenomenon noticed is a large ras. of air ontewred at 600 a with a

ve7 high aiin ratio. The value of 3-8 Pt'kg is 0.2 higher than

the value measured at 15 o. A cross section drawing Is given to show

these ocounrences.

Values of the flow of water vapor were found by using the average

of the firet two soundings for the initial point. The flow for the

8-16 ka distanco is abnormly high because of the existenos of the

moist bubble of air jut mentioned.
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The captive ballon soundinGs obtained are presented In the

insert of Figur, 10 for the instruments were working perfectly on

this day and the msaaurements are reliable. These soundings are

used in conjunction with the airplane sowuings to detemzin valus

of the ochange coefficient at frequent height interval.. Earlier

in this report, it was pointed out that values could not be acourately

determined for small height ranges. Values for this day are computed

at five heights to show the magnitude of the variation, The accuracy

of these values is not great for it is limited by the eddy nature of

the atmosphere. Table VI Gives the observed gradients determined graph-

ically. Table VI gives the flow of water vapor through the surfaces

and the values of the exchange coefficient,

Table VI

M ixin Ratio (hadients
c -]" x 20 "

Heights Sounding #1 SoundIng #2 Sounding #3 Somding A4

1-5 - -5800 -4800 -2600
-10 - - -20 -a

50.-150 -32 -10 -7 -12
300-700 -7 -, -6 .9
700-100 -17 -16 -9 .-4
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Table VII

Water Vapor Flow

-2 sc " x 10 -5

Sounding #to #3 Soundng 3 to #4 Sounding Ato #4

0 2.4 11 6.7
90 2.0 10 6.2
510 1.8 6.9 4.4
1005 1.5 2.5 2.0

Coeffiaient of Turbulent Mass Exchane
Sa-l Seel

1-5 4.5 30 15
5-10 850 3900 4
90 1500 1050 40

510 3400 9200 6900
1005 1400 3800 2300

Mo,. 9, 1947

The air am@ =@ colder this day cawsing the wet bulb to freese

at - 3#09C, Values of the mizing ratio were detenained by uing sat-

uration values over ice and the beat of subUmation of ice in the

pebroetric equation. The sounding In the Addle of the bay, where

the alrplane descended had to be eiitted for the frogen wick began

thawing at sm etenained height.

The Inversion at the top of the hmageneous lwa m not reached

at 6000 feet, but little error can be Introdaced by totaling mistvre

to this level. 5/10 coverage of stratum clowd occurred at tins

in the sounding area above the plan. The cload had little or no

vertical development and probably did not piere the Invers.on and.

allow the moisture to a1z into the upper air.
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Nov. 10, 1947

The wet bulb froze on this day permitting only the aseenta to

be used in the reduction of mixing ratio values. The height of the

homogeneous layer had lowered so that the sounding extended up through

the inversion.

Nov. 13, 1947

The top of the hcmogenoue layer was not reached on this day.

5/10 cumulus clouds were observed, creating the possibility that the

deteimined value of the flow is too low due to leakage of moisture

through the Inversion.

Nov. 17, 1947

The wet bulb frose again on this day, but the sounding technique

had been changed to madg obeervations only during the ascent of the

plane. This procedure alloed the wet bulb to thaw during the lower

part of the descent, and to be ready for observations after a brief

run at the lowest level. The Inversion ms reached and pentrated by

the plans during the first sounding only.

A aoe section of the region is included to explain the negative

value of transport given in Table I. It is seen that the values im.

creased greatly between the first and second sounding, while the values

dropped In the 40060 a region between the second and third soundings,

In spite of this there has occurred a large increase in the water

vapor between the first and third soundings. This eaxmple serves as

a rminder of the eddy nature of the air, and that fine detail cannot

be derived from a series of single ascents.
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Sept. 1, 1948

The direction of the sounding path woa within 50 of the average

wind determined for the homogmneous layer. 2/10 coverage of cumulus

clouds were obeerved in the area, A omulus cloud with eaalI

vertical structure developed within the spiral of the second sound-

ing. Two runs were made through the cloud yielding mizing ratio

values. The t erance of the cloud and the accmpazning convective

currents In the ascent spiral canned the moisture distribution to

ohane radically from the normale This led to uncertain values of

the transport of water vapor, and 9Ai the large values occurring

between the first and second soundings and the negatie transport

between the second and third. For this reason the values obtained

from the first and third are much more represntative of transport

b eddy diffusion.

The g aph of the mi-in ratio of the second sounding show a

separation of the values into two groups above the top of the homagsne-

one lar. One follow the decreasing curve of the first and third

soundings while the other branch continues with the high values of the

homogeneous lejr up to the 1600-1700 a leve where the cloud exited.

A cross section of the air has been dran to show the effect of the

convective activity on the moisture distributon. The areise of

moisture with distance travelled over the water and the cmlue cloud

are show olearly.

Sept. 15, 1948

The usual procedure of oompu'ing water vapor floa an4 ucemgs

ooefficients had to be completely modified to analyze the soundiogs of
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this day, The wind structure was not characteristic of the homogeneous

layer for the layer was divided into tro stream flain in different

directions. Pilot balloon observations showed a layer fro 0-700 a

havin a 280 .8m/ winds and a layer frm 700-2100 m having a

3200 6.4 */a wind. The wind of the lower layer was variables showing

variation from 40P 0.6 /4 to 330o 3.0 m/s in two hours at 7oods

Hole. In determining the average wind of the lower layer, Groat

wight ws assigned to readings taken from a boat near the base of

the second sounding at the tim that the airplane was mskIg the second

The prooedure adopted to derive values of flow for this -ae is to

(1) oanpute the flow into the top stream of air through the 700 a

surface in the usual manner, (2) conputo from this flow the amount of

v that leaves the lower layer during its passage from land to

the net sounding area# (3) add this loss of vapor to the accumulation

found in the e layer to determne the flow of vapor into the

layer from the water suftae below it. Figure 20 show the two cr-

rents of air drain in green and red and the geography of the region.

Values of the exchaps coefficient are found for the two laers.

Sept. 16, 1948

The average wind was 360P while the orientation of the somdim

areas was 350 . The air blew south over the waters of Bussards Bay

and passed over parts of the Elisabeth Islande before being measm d

again. The values of taIepart and diffusion are modified soimwat

by the passage over the iseands and are not strictly typical of trans-

port from water surtaos.
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Sept. 22, 1948

This series has been mentioned briefly In an earlier part of

the report for it offered data that has been wsed to evaluate the

mixing of water vapor through the inversion above the homoeneous

layer, This computation could be mado becamse the air above 600 m was

Isothermal to 2000 m. It me noted that this stable air loot water

vapor as it travelled over the water. This would only mean-that the

vapor ms mixed into the upper air and that the mixing In the stable

air was many times greater than the mixing through the strong inversion

below, Thus any measurement of the transport of vapor In the stable

air must be many times larger than by the transport through the in-

version. The computation was made by measuring the depletion of

moisture in the 600 i-34+00 a region and assuming that all of this

amount mixed upward through the 1400 a surface. This leads to a value

of 4.7 z 10* gn om- 660- , corresponding to an exchange coefficient

of 200 ~i cm" seo-', Since the potential temperature laps rate Was

lss In the stable layer than In the thin Inversion layer, the transport

through the Inversion aut be several time less. Under the asiqtion

that the transport Is about five time loe In the boundary inversion,,

its value will be 1 z -06 gm j 2 as-1 The moisture gradient has

been measured by inspection to be - 18 x: l08 ee. This leads to am

amhangs coefficient of 61 sa n~ see-',

The computed "aLue of the transport and exchazge in the bono-

gemeous layer vere obtained In the usual manner.

The valu, of A for the stable region may be idetified with the

Presidual turbulence" discussed by Rossby and Montgomery (1935). TMe
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value of 50 P e1 890"1 was assumd by then,, afterR

be a reasonable value. The value of 200 determined he3

agreemnt oomidsring the different manner of caupatatJ

Oct. 123 1948

A sounding area was selected in Cape Cod Bay to ta

of a coastline nearly perpendicular to the 249 wind.

sounding was taken at Plymouth, the other at Race Poin-

,distanceo Thermal conditions of this series were diffe

others In that the air was 2C Warmer than the water.

the dsvelopment of an inversion over the water with a c

decrease in turbulence and transport of mater vapor, i

of transport is shom In Figure 6.

The aomputations of the echanp coefficient for t

from equation (1) give a value of 103 p m "1 em- ,

at and reasonable, The high value of 9400 for the up;

the haogeneou layer ofers an interesting puzle. T

consistent with the overland vaues for the wind speed

qusetion that arises is whether the turbulence can oct

rate over cooler water for a distance of 30 km, The fa

the solon difficult to analyse is that the mixin ra

(6.7 z WLO a - t) overland us positive. It this we

the average as being a chance value depending on the

large parcel of mist air at 100 a, then the vase of

reduced to 1500 ga "1 s " , a value that see are

the conditicns,

Nov. 6, 1948

This Is a typical case of modifiation of air by I

water. The wind was steady and nothing occurred to cm

5
kg
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